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Successful First Month
NUMC's interim pastor Mary Catherine
Miller had a successful first month with
NUMC and enjoyed getting to learn about
everyone here as she adapted to the
changes of NUMC compared to her last
church. Reverend Dr. Mary Catherine Miller
will be with us for a few more moths until
the end of the church year in June.

What's Going on in the Sunday
School at NUMC?
Pre-k

the preschool class
talked about how
we were to become
"Fishers of men"

K-2nd

talked about how jesus was
abnormal by talking about how
some people may be abole to do
abnormal things such as splits and
other gynastics mloves that some
other people may not be able to do.

3rd- 5th
the 3rd-5th class played a bunch of
"abnormal" games and discussed hoe
Jesus was said to be "Abnormal"

Youth
talked about thinking before you act and demonsatratd this by playing a game where you
have to save and spare a cat

Youth group

the Youth Group went to the Acme in Suburban Plaza and went through the store woth a
budget to seek out items that they needed to "buy" with there budget. they did this to
simulate how hard it is for people who do not have a lot of money to buy groceries. after
the scavenger hunt they all met up at the starbucks in the store and discussed how hard it
is to buy groceries on a budget each week.

Church Coffeehouse

the church coffeehouse was a big success. We sold almost all of our items in the auction
and had wonderful perfomers such as pianists, flutists, and soloists.

Confirmation

in confirmation, the class read through Joshua chapter 1 and talked about how God will
never leave us . they also talked about how some stoires in the Bible have left an impact on
our life by shoing how God doesnt leave us.
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